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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the structural optimization problem of finding the optimal wall fhickness of
an axisymmetric cylindrical shell so as to maximize the buckling load when the volume of material is fixed. An
optimality condition is derived and then the method of truncated Fourier series is used to find an optimal design
which indicates an 83% increase in buckling load over the classical critical buckling load for the case of
uniform thickness.
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ABSTRACT: This paper provides a novel approach to the geometrically nonlinear analysis of shells by deriving
the geometric stiffness matrix by load perturbing the linear equilibrium equations in their finite element
formulation. Rotations are considered as finite, and rigid body motion is elegantly removed to result in pure
elastic deformations that enable stress retrieval via linear constitutive relations. Simple three-noded triangular
elements that have proven successful in linear analysis will thus transform to powerful nonlinear elements.
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper is to present the buckling analysis of a laboratory tested composite panel
under axial compression by means of a simple shell finite element that is developed and presented herein. The
tests were performed in the Aircraft Structure Laboratory of the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering at the
Technion. Buckling is achieved via incremental geometrically nonlinear analysis and monitoring of the tangent
stiffness matrix at each increment. The performance of the finite element is further validated by solving a
complex multi-snap example from the literature.
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“The geometric stiffness of thick shell triangular finite elements for large rotations”, International Journal for
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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the development of the geometric stiffness matrix of thick shell
finite elements for geometrically nonlinear analysis of the Newton type. A linear shell element that is comprised
of the constant stress triangular membrane element and the triangular discrete Kirchhoff Mindlin theory
(DKMT) plate element is ‘upgraded’ to become a geometrically nonlinear thick shell finite element.
Perturbation methods are used to derive the geometric stiffness matrix from the gradient, in global coordinates,
of the nodal force vector when stresses are kept fixed. The present approach follows earlier works associated
with trusses, space frames and thin shells. It has the advantage of explicitness and clear physical insight. A
special procedure, tailored to triangular elements is used to isolate pure rotations to enable stress recovery via
linear elastic constitutive relations. Several examples are solved. The results compare well with those available
in the literature.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a state of the art review on geometrically nonlinear analysis of shell structures
that is limited to the co-rotational approach and to flat triangular shell finite elements. These shell elements are
built up from flat triangular membranes and plates. We propose an element comprised of the constant strain
triangle (CST) membrane element and the discrete Kirchhoff (DKT) plate element and describe its formulation
while stressing two main issues: the derivation of the geometric stiffness matrix and the isolation of the rigid
body motion from the total deformations. We further use it to solve a broad class of problems from the literature
to validate its use. (367 references!)

